Maxi-Ject Features:
- True remote injection
- Cost competitive components
- Hard-drawn aluminum blowpipe
- Fully lined case with component compartments

Maxi-Ject Benefits:
- Lower injury risk
- Lowest cost of any remote injection system
- Enduring quality and light weight
- Organized, field ready storage
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Maxi-Ject® Blowpipe System

• Lower injury risk
• Lowest cost of any remote injection system
• Enduring quality and light weight
• Organized, field ready storage

Maxi-Ject Blowpipe Systems Most Common Questions

On what size of animals can you use Maxi-Ject Systems?
Our blowpipe systems can safely be used on virtually every size of animal from small wildlife and domestic cats and dogs to cattle and large zoo animals. Our systems are very popular with small, mixed, large and zoo animal veterinarians as well as animal control organizations.

What is the maximum range of your blowpipe systems?
Accurate range of our systems vary on several factors including size of dart, amount of drug used and proficiency of the user. It is important for the user to practice with the system before actual use to ensure better accuracy and increased range. Maximum effective range is up to 60 feet with a velocity of approximately 150 feet per second.

What are the primary advantages of Maxi-Ject blowpipe systems over traditional capture guns?
Our blowpipes are generally safer for close range shots and for all animals. With blowpipes, the darts are projected by the user’s air so no Co2 canisters or .22 cartridges are required. Blowpipes are virtually silent when shot and they keep the target animal quieter; therefore less sedative drug is needed and won’t disturb nearby animals if in a herd. Finally, our blowpipe systems are sold in complete kits and are usually much less expensive.

What is included in the Maxi-Ject Blowpipe System complete kit?
The kit includes a 4.5 foot two piece blowpipe, 3 syringe darts, 3 needles, syringe connector, venting pin, safety cap, cleaning kit, practice syringe or practice needle, instruction manual and custom case. The size of the blowpipe, darts and needles depends upon the size of kit you order.

What sized darts are compatible with what sized blowpipes?
We offer blowpipes of two different inside diameters. The 11mm blowpipe can shoot our 1ml, 2ml and 3ml darts and are included in our 2ml and 3ml complete kits. Our 14mm blowpipe shoots only our 5ml darts and are included in our 5ml complete kit. All darts can be filled to less than full capacity to meet dosage requirements.

Are the syringe darts and needles reusable?
Yes, most of the time the darts and needles can be used multiple times before they have to be replaced. Both may be cleaned with chemical disinfectants, but they should not be autoclaved.

What type of drugs are suitable for use with the Maxi-Ject Systems?
Virtually any drug that can be drawn into a syringe can be used with our syringe darts, but most of the time some type of tranquilization solution is used. However, due to the fact that our darts will work their way out of the injection site and drop to the ground, you may use drugs other than sedatives. Vaccines, antibiotics and other medications can be administered remotely and without confinement.

For further information call us at 800-331-2530 or view the Maxi-Ject Blowpipe page at www.addisonlabs.com.